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(814) 863-4025
Women's Studies Program
College of the Liberal Arts

12-14 Sparks Building
The Pennsylvania State Uni versity
University Park, PA 16802

February 14 , 1994

Nicole Hahn Rafter
Northeastern University
College of Criminal Justice
360 Huntingdon Ave .
Boston, MA 02115

Dear Nicky :
It was good talking with you recently . I am
your letter about the mentoring program .
I
the mentoring program announcement out with
for the Division members . Also enclosed is
Hope all is well .

Lyn
Division on Women and Crime Chair

An Equal Opportunity University

writing to respond to
will arrange to send
a memo I have written
the sign-up sheet .
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24 June 1994
Professor Lynne Goodstein
Chair, Women and Crime Division, ASC
Administration of Justice
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
Dear Lynne:
I'm writing to you as Chair of the Women & Crime Division to find
out what is happening with the mentoring program that Ruth Seydlitz
and I introduced last year.
As you will recall, we proposed a
pilot program which was approved at the last business meeting.
Thereafter I wrote an announcement for the newletter and sent it
off to Chris Rausche, with a copy to you.
But I haven't heard
anything since.
Perhaps the newsletter did appear without my
this is the case, could you let me know? And
your suggestions on how to advertize the
announcement go out with some other Division

receiving a copy--if
in any case, I'd like
program.
Could an
mailing?

There are also a few other matters left dangling from our last
conversation. As I'm now living in Vermont and have to pay for my
own telephone calls, I hesitate to phone, but maybe you could give
me a ring when you are next in your office. My number here is 802635-2483.
I'll be here till 15 September, with the exception of
July 15-30 and August 5-7.
I'll be looking forward to hearing from you.
With best wishes,

Nicole H. Rafter
cc: Ruth Seydlitz
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When did you last get an offer of free help? and a chance to help
a woman colleague? .
THE DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
announces a
NEW MENTORING PROGRAM

The Division has started a mentoring program to pair more
experienced members ("mentors") with less experienced members who
would like assistance ("authors") .
The goal is to help authors prepare a paper for presentation or
publication within a one-year period.
(Of course the mentoring
pair can also discuss such other matters as job searches and tenure
issues; and if they wish they can continue the ment oring
relationship beyond the one-year period.)
To get the program going, we need to hear from potential authors
and mentors.
We need to know:
oyour name, address, contact numbers,
volunteering as an author or mentor;

and whether you are

osomething about your work: primary methodologies and areas of
interest (e.g., theory, corrections, .victimization) , and the
part of the research and writing process where you feel you
need the most help (if you are volunteering as an author) or
can give the most help (if you are a potential mentor).
Send this information to:
Ruth Seydlitz, RASSO@UNO.EDU or Dept. of Sociology, University
of New Orleans, Ne0 Orleans, Louisiana 70148.
Fax# 504-2866468

or
Nicole Rafter, College of Criminal Justice, 400 Churchill,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.
Fax and tel. #
617-739-5508 (after 15 Sept. 1994).
THE PROGRAM WILL SUCCEED ONLY IF WE GET VOLlJNTEERS,
SO SEND US YOUR INFORMATION TODAY!

~ Northeastern University
College of Criminal Justice

24 June 1994
Professor Lynne Goodstein
Chair, Women and Crime Division, ASC
Administration of Justice
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
Dear Lynne:
I'm writing to you as Chair of the Women & Crime Division to find
out what is happening with the mentoring program that Ruth Seydlitz
and I introduced last year.
As you will recall, we proposed a
pilot program which was approved at the last busin~ss meeting.
Thereafter I wrote an announcement for the newletter and sent it
off to Chris Rausche, with a copy to you.
But I haven't heard
anything since.
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Perhaps the newsletter did appear without my
this is the case, could you let me know? And
your suggestions on how to advertize the
announcement go out with some other Division

receiving a copy--if
in any case, I'd like
program.
Could an
mailing?

There are also a few other matters left dangling from our last
conversation. As I'm now living in Vermont and have to pay for my
own telephone calls, I hesitate to phone, but maybe you could give
me a ring when you are next in your office. My number here is 802635-2483.
I'll be here till 15 September, with the exception of
July 15-30 and August 5-7.
I'll be looking forward to hearing from you .
With best wishes,

N.o~
Nicole H. Rafter
cc: Ruth Seydlitz

(
400 Chmchill Hall
Northeastern University
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
617-373-3327 (office) 617-373-8998 (fax)

I( I
TO : Lynne Goodstein and Sarah Hall
FROM : Nicole Rafter
7/10/94
RE : Mentoring Program, Division on Women and Crime
Following up on a conversation with Lynne of 7 /6/94, I have
redrafted the announcement about the Mentoring Program to make it
more visually appealing . I will fax you both copies and also send
you each a hard copy.
Lynne said that we should be able to send a copy of
announcement to all members in the next Division mailing.
Let me know if there are problems, and thanks for your help.

cc: Ruth Seydlitz

this

When did you last get an offer of free help? and a chance to help
a woman colleague? .
THE DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
announces a
NEW MENTORING PROGRAM

The Division has started a mentoring program to pair more
experienced members ("mentors") with less experienced members who
would like assistance ("authors").
The goal is to help authors prepare a paper for presentation or
publication within a one-year period.
(Of course the mentoring
pair can also discuss such other matters as job searches and tenure
issues; and if they wish they can continue the mentoring
relationship beyond the one-year period.)
To get the program going, we need to hear from potential authors
and mentors. We need to know:
•your name, address, contact numbers,
volunteering as an author or mentor;

and whether you are

•something about your work: primary methodologies and areas of
interest (e.g., theory, corrections, victimization), and the
part of the research and writing process where you feel you
need the most help (if you are volunteering as an author) or
can give the most help (if you are a potential mentor).
Send this information to:
Ruth Seydli tz, RASSO@UNO. EDU or Dept. of Sociology, University
of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana 70148.
Fax# 504-2866468

or
Nicole Rafter, College of Criminal Justice, 400 Churchill,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.
Fax and tel. #
617-739-5508 (after 15 Sept. 1994).
THE PROGRAM WILL SUCCEED ONLY IF WE GET VOLUNTEERS,
SO SEND US YOUR INFORMATION TODAY!
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experienced members ("mentors") with less experienced members who
would like assistance ("authors").
The goal is to help authors prepare a paper for presentation or
publication within a one-year period.
(Of course the mentoring
pair can also discuss such other matters as job searches and tenure
issues; and if they wish they can continue the mentoring
relationship beyond the one-year period.)
To get the program going, we need to hear from potential authors
and mentors. We need to know:
•your name, address, contact numbers,
volunteering as an author or mentor;

and whether you are

•something about your work: primary methodologies and areas of
interest (e.g., theory, corrections, victimization), and the
part of the research and writing process where you feel you
need the most help (if you are volunteering as an author) or
can give the most help (if you are a potential mentor).
Send this information to:
Ruth Seydlitz, RASSO@UNO.EDU or Dept. of Sociology, University
of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana 70148.
Fax# 504-2866468

or
Nicole Rafter, College of Criminal Justice, 400 Churchill,
Fax and tel. #
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.
617-739-5508 (after 15 Sept. 1994).
THE PROGRAM WILL SUCCEED ONLY IF WE GET VOLUNTEERS,
SO SEND US YOUR INFORMATION TODAY!

TO: Lynne Goodstein and Sarah Hall
FROM: Nicole Rafter
7/10/94
RE: Mentoring Program, Division on Women and Crime
Following up on a conversation with Lynne of 7 /6/94, I have
redrafted the announcement about the Mentoring Program to make it
more visually appealing. I will fax you both cop:1:-es aoo--al.s send
you each a hard copy.
Lynne said that we should be able to send a copy
announcement to all members in the next Division mailin.
Let me know if there are problems, and thanks for your help.

cc: Ruth Seydlitz
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; t :/ ~nia Wilczynski, Faculty of Law, University of Sydney--Fax #
~ i-61-2-226-5635 or 0ll-61-2-351-0200
FROM: Nicky Rafter, CJ, Northeastern University
617-739-5508 (sorry, no email)

home Fax# USA

DATE: 4 October 1995
RE: Mentoring
Hi, there. How are you?
turned out well.

The pictures of us at Paddington Market

I want to ask you to consider working as a mentor for a mentoring
program another woman and I have started as part of the Division
on Women and Crime, American Society of Criminology. To
simplify, I'll enclose a copy of our announcement.
I'll also enclose a copy of a letter from a Jo-Anne Wemmers,
dated 11 August 1994. We did match her--with Bill Chambliss.
I
doubted that it would work out, and I was right--he never did
anything and then withdrew. She's now disillusioned etc. but
anxious to try one more time.
I thought of you because of your
background in victimology and methods, and also because you too
are out of USA. Please do seriously consider this. Most of the
people who have served as mentors (not to mention the "authors")
find this a worthwhile experience.
Could you let me know in the next few days?
I look forward to seeing you at ASC.

Fax number is above.

Oc t 08,94

TEL N0.504 835 358S

RUTH SEYDLITZ
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TEL N0.504 835 3585

RUTH SEYDLITZ

Mentoring Matches

Authors

Mentors

1.

Susan Krumholz

Imogine Moyer

2.

Deborah Burris-Kitchen

Eleanor Miller

3.

Sandra L. Cox

Claire Renzetti

4.

Phoebe Stambaugh

Kathy Daly

5.

Kim Vogt

Margaret Zahn
William Chambliss

6.

7.

Janine Goldman-Pach

8.

Jo-Anne Wemmers

Nicky,

The five actual matches seem like good matches both on interests and methods. Neither
Janine nor Jo-Anne seem to go well with Bill. Janine and Jo-Anne do more quantitative
work; however, Bill might be interested in what Janine is trying to do. She wants to apply a
general theory of crime to computer crime and this might be up BilPs alley. He is excellent
in theory and seems to like unusual topics. I am hoping that you might have some other
authors and mentors that you could match these three people with, This list will also show
who I have info on. I will send copies of both th
th
d
sure you have a complete set of everything that Iehau or ~ mentor
to YOU to m.ak:e
f
ave received thus far
I was g000 to talk with you I wiJI tr
·
and sent to you It is th I .
y to get the letter to Colorado S
.
Fort Collins is the sa~n~ avc1·e_ I _atym most interested in since I felt so :eateluthm~ersity written
c1m .
Y m Boulder and

letters

in

I will take ca re of myself - I promise - and
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you s ould do the same.
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N..we _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Affiliation _ _ _,........_ _ __
Afdress _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City.State.Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone _ _ _ _ Area(s) ofln1erest._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send to: Mary Kay Schleiter, Sociology-Anthropology, University ofW'isconsin-Paricside, 900 Wood Rd. Kenosha.
"'153141-2000.Pb.one: (414) 595-2536, along with Sil!) ($10 forSWSers whose salary is less than $20,000/year,
scholarships
....,._ are milablc.} Make checks payable. to: SWS.

SWS Mentors.are needed, too.
SIGN UP TO BE A MENIOR

N.amt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Affiliation _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address

----------------------

City, State, ];ip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Telephone _ _ _ _ hea(s) ofinterest...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Preferences (e.g.mmorlty.~~.¢) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - -

Send to: Mary Kay Scldeiter. Sociolog,--Anthropology, University ofiV'tsconsin-Pm-kside. 900 Wood Rd. Kenosha.
WI 53141-200>. fllone: (414) 595-2536: MKSOCS.UWP.EDU.
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The following principles for Sws
awards were adopted at the 1993
midyear meeting: (1) recipients of SWS
awards must be SWS members; (2)
Awards are generally intended for the
living, but may be made posthumously in
unusual circumstances; (3) awards do
not have to be given if the committee
deems that there are no deserving nominees in a particular year.
Motion: All proposals for new
awards will be brought before the
Awards__Folicy Committee for consideration. If necessary, the Awards
Policy Committee will work with the
person(s) proposing new awards to
develop an award proposal that is
consistent with SWS awards principles. Each new award proposal will
include, at a ~um, the following
elements: a. cntena for selection
evidence required; b. nominatio;s
proce~ure (from whom to whom); c.
deadlines; d. nature of the award; e.
frequency of the award; f. basis for
the award; g. name of the award.
Once the award proposal is
developed, the Awards Policy
Committee will submit the proposed
new award to the membership (as a
committee report) at the next
midyear or annual meeting. All new
awards will be subject to approval by
a vote of the membership.
(Rushing/Gree: unanimously approved)
Nominations Committee Report
Mareyjoyce Green. Mareyjoyce reported on the winners of the election.
Discrimination Committee Report Rose
Brewer. New members of the
Discrimination Committee are Walda
Katz Fishman, Judith Wittner, Enid La
Gesse, and Meg Karraker.
Motion: That SWS pay Pauline
Bart's legal bill. (Katz Rothman/
Atkinson; unanimously approved)
Motion: That when documentation
is provided, the Discrimination
Committee pay the student who had
made a claim for reimbursement for
travel expenses. (Green/Katz
Rothman; unanimously approved)
It was announced that Jean Stockard has
resigned from the Job Market
Committee. Areplacement will be
named later.
Career D~elopment Cominittee: Mary
Kay Schle1ter. Anew Writing Partnership
program is beginning and will be
described further in an upcoming

Network News.

7. New Business.
a. Judy Auerbach introduced the following
resolution on Family and Medical Leave :
• Whereas SWS applauds the
recent passage of the Family and
Medical Leave Act of 1993; and
• Whereas SWS retains some concern _about the implementation
and the effects of the Act on
employees and employers; and
• Whereas SWS contains within its
membership persons with the
research expertise to contribute
to an evaluation of the implementation and effects of the Act:
• Therefore, be it resolved that
SWS submit the name or names
of one or more of its members
expert in family and work issues
to be considered for appointment
to the Commission on Leave
established in Title ill, Section

301 of the Family and Medical
Leave Act of 1993.
Such name or names will be
determined by the Working
Group on Family and Medical
Leave, to be approved by the
SW~ Steering Committee. (Kaplan
Damels/Schaaafsma; motion unanimously approved)
b. Arlene Kaplan Daniels announced that
SWS-Chicago is emerging, with Helena
Lopata, Judy Wittner, Kathleen
Crittenden, and Arlene Kaplan Daniels
as Steering Committee.
c. Ellie Miller introduced a discussion of
the last issue of ASR. After considerable
discussion, Barbara Risman and Myra
Marx Ferree agreed to work on a commentary to be sent to ASR.
The meeting was adjourned.

r------------------------

1 SWS WRITING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

A writing p~rtnership relationship is a two-per~on team, ~o people who
share papers-in-progress, ideas and career strategies. The main goal of the relationship is to support one another in efforts to begin, finish, and publish a paper or
~ook. T~e writing partners critique one another's papers and giv~ on~ a~o~er constructive advice. They may also discuss working styles and strategies, institutional barriers, I
family/work conflicts, teaching issues, self-esteem Issues, _or tenure issu~s, etc.
I
The structure of the writing partnership Is yours to define. You may interact over the I
phone, by mail, by computer mail, in person, or some combination of the above. You 1
may speak to one another once a week or once a month, or whenever needed. Once
you are matched, you will set your own p~ramators. You will al~o _decide _on the duration. I
w_e hope that the mentoring lasts for at least a year and that w1thm that time each of you I
will complete a paper or project.
I
When we receive your application and a $5.00 fee, we will send you a list of other I
applicants who have not yet been m'atched, along with their areas of interest. You are I
then free to contact those on the list and discuss ideas before deciding on a partner~ I
ship. The partners then write and sig~ a writing partnership contract and send a copy to I
the SWS Writing Partnership Coordinator.
I

I Name:
I

Affiliation:

I Address:
I
I
I

Telephone:

I Areas of Interest:

Other Preferences:

E-Mail Address:

1.

I
I
I

Send to: Mary Kay Schleiter Sociology-Anthropology, University of WisconsinParkside, 900 Wood Rd., K~nosha, WI 53141-2000. Phone: (414)595-2536.
Internet: MKS@CS.UWP.EDU

I
I
I

L---------~--------------------~

continued from page 4

a UNWIND WITH SWS
Kathleen Crittenden
Mark your calendars to avoid missing.
this year's Unwind wfth SWS on Saturday,
August 14th, 9:00-11:00 pm in Arlene Kaplan
Daniel's Vice-Presidential Suite. What could
be better than a GREAT party that benefits a
WORTIIY cause? Plan now to join us and
bring your frietids. Your modest admission
fee ($8.00 at pre-registration, or $10.00 in
Miami) is a tax-deductible contribution to the
SWS Minority Scholarship Fund
a

JOB SEEKERS SESSION
Sheryl Tynes
Bring a copy of your current curriculum
vitae and cover letter to the Job Seeker's
Session on Friday. During the panel portion
of this workshop session SWSers with experience on search committees will discuss
successful techniques in interviewing, and
negotiating. The panel will be followed by a
hands-on clinic in which the "experts" will be
available to analyze and make recommendations about your on-paper "presentation of
self" This could be a valuable networking
experience for job seekers. Sponsored by
the Job Market Committee.

a BOOKPUBUSHING CLINIC
Melinda Cuthbert
Editors from several publishers will
speak about how to write successful book
proposals. They will review and give suggestions on proposals submitted by July 1st to:
Melinda Cuthbert, University of CaliforniaSan Francisco, 41 Jersey Street, San
Francisco, CA 94114. Sponsored by the SWS
Career Development Committee.

am to 4:30 pm each day. One very important
reminder: Please pay for all food and beverages! We must use the hotel catering service,
and SWS cannot afford to subsidize this
amenity.

a SOCIOLOGISTS AGAINSf
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
2ND ANNUAL CONFERENCE
This SSSP conference is co-sponsored by
SWS. The conference will provide a forum
for discussing a,variety of issues regarding
sexual harassment in academe. See the Call
for Papers in the Participation Opportunities
section of this issue of Network News.
a EIHICAI., MORAL, &
POUITCAL DII.EMMAS OF
ACilVISf SCHOIARSHIP
This SSSP participatory workshop is cosponsored by SWS, and explores the dilemmas faced by scholars who are conducting
research with activist goals. The presenters
will provide a personal and empirical framework for the discussion that will be further
shaped by the contributions of those in the
audience. Organizer: Nancy Naples.

11IB SWS MENTOR PROGRAM ...
is looking for you
Jfyou are an author who could use some help from a colleague wi1h more experience in the field, the SWS Mentoring Program is for you.
We will match you wi1h someone of your choice from our list of Mentors. You will work together wi1h the goal of having a final product
ready for presentation or publicatioo at the end of ooe year. ln addition, you can discuss professional and career questions wi1h your
Mentor. When we receive your application, along wi1h the small fee, we will send you a list of our Meotor volunteers and their areas of
expertise. You select three possible Mentors from which we will select one, on a first-come, first.served~ If we cannot connect you
wi1h an appropriate Mentor, we will refund your money.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Affiliation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a FEMINISf RESPONSES TO nm

City,State,Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CllNfON HEALTII CARE AGENDA
Mary Zimmerman
If you are planning to participate in this
working session, please contact me for information about the documents to be considered. Mary ZIIllIIlerman, Department of
Health Services Administration, 6050 Malott
Hall, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS
66045.

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ Area(s) oflnteres.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a HOSPITALITY ROOM

Betty Hearn Morrow
We intend to carry on the SWS tradition
of providing a "home" for SWSers to kick off
their shoes between meetings. Your hostesses will be faculty and students from Florida
colleges and universities. We hope to be able
to keep the Hospitality Room open from 7:30

Send to: Mary Kay Schleiter, Sociology-Anthropology, University ofWisconsin-Parkside, 900 Wood Rd. Kenosha,
WI 53141-2000. Phone: (414) 595-2536, along with $20 ($10 for SWSers whose salary is less than $20,000/year;
scholarships are available.) Make checks payable to: SWS.

SWS Mentors are needed, too.
SIGN UP TO BE A MENfOR
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Affiliation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City,State,Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ Area(s) o f l n t e r e s t ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - Preferences (e.g. minority, assistant professor, etc.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send to: Mary Kay Schleiter, Sociology-Anthropology, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, 900 Wood Rd. Kenosha,
WI 53141-2000. Phone: (414) 595-2536; MKS@CS.UWP.EDU.
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TO: Ruth
FR: Nicky
9 Oct 94
/
RE: Mentoring program
,/

/

Enclosed fin3/'the note I got from Anno. Very sorry I forgot to
send earlier.
I've been sloppy, distracted. Also I didn't
realize I hadn't sent you copy of the original list, which Lynne
Goodstein sent to me last summer. I guess I just put it aside in
Vermont, to copy for you this Fall; and then in Fall filed it
without making you a copy.
I can't find my copy of Wemmers message, think it may have fallen
down behind file cabinet and will ask Robert to help me move
file, later. However, this makes me dreadfully anxious; do you
have a copy in case I've totally screwed up and lost my Wemmers
data?
Your 5 matches are excellent. We are off and running.
I agree
that Krumholz and Wemmers should be listed as A's, only--good
idea.
Goldman-Pach: I'm not sure that Chambliss would be a good mentor
for her as I assume that G-P's theory of interest, A General
Theory of Crime, is Hirschi-Gottfredson's, and that is likely to
be anathema to Chambliss. What about matching G-P with Anno, who
apparently has editing skills?
Next suggestion is unorthodox: both Gray-Ray and Zager want to be
mentored. However, they might be a good match with one another.
Mary Ann Zager's work i s ~ quantitative, and she too is
interested in JD, disparate treatment of women; and she's got
the stat skills that Gray-Ray seeks. What do you think? But I
don't know if G-R would be helpful to her as I haven't gotten
more than a general indication of interest from her, yet. Have
asked, will push.
And then we could match Wemmers with Chambliss; later has longstanding interest in international crim, and as she's on other
side of Atlantic she'll be at a safe distance physically.
(Burn
this.)
Did you say you would draft letter to mentors with directions on
whom to contact? What do you want me to do?

L/
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9 Oct 1994
Dear Ruth: Found my notes on our conversation and see that I'm
supposed to draft the letter to mentors. Let me know how this
looks. If OK, shall I contact the first five mentors on your
list?
nicky
NU LETTERHEAD

date
name, address
Dear So

&

So:

Thank you for responding to the announcement of the ASC Division
on Women and Crime's new Mentoring Program.
I appreciate your
willingness to be a mentor. Ruth Seydlitz, who is coordinating
the program with me, and I are pleased to include you in our
first round of "matches."
Specifically, we have matched you with [NAME, affiliation, etc.].
Enclosed you will find a copy of the material [NAME] sent to us
when volunteering to be mentored.
J!. _zour next step is to contact {NAME} and offer your services.

Please let us know if you have questions or we can be of
assistance.
Sincerely,

Nicole Hahn Rafter
cc: Ruth Seydlitz

TO:Ruth Seydlitz
FROM: Nicky R

8 October 1994
RE: Lists of authors, mentors
As per our discussion earlier this afternoon, I have drawn up the
following lists of people whose names I have as mentors and
authors:
Mentor volunteers:
Anno, B. Jaye, PhD., Editor, 54 Balso Road/ Santa Fe, NM 87505.
Tel. 505-466-8382. Fax 505-466-8312.
Chambliss, William M., Professor, Sociology, George Washington
University, Washington DC
Crowley, Joan/ Dept of CJ/ New Mexico state University/ Box
30001, Dept 3487/ Las Cruces,NM 88003-0001 [Ruth: Was on orig.
sign-up sheet, I assume as mentor volunteer]
vDaly, Kathy/ Soc/ Univ of Mich
Kr
si
vMiller, Eleanor M./ Sociology/ University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Mahan, Sue, CJ Program/ University of Central Florida/ PO Box
2811, Daytona Beach, FL [Ruth: Was on orig. sign-up sheet]
i/Moyer, Imogene/ Criminology/ Indiana Univer of Penn. {Ruth: she
was on orig sign-up sheet]
Mursakin, Roz/ College of Management/ CW Post/ Brookville, NY
11548 [Ruth: she was on orig. sign-up list}
~enzetti, Claire M./ Sociology/ st. Joseph's University/
Philadelphia, PA 19131.
Wenkmer.s-;/~N~-; -wants to participate"as both mentor
anci-autn:or)
v"zahn, Margaret z. Associate Dean, College of Arts and Sciences,
UNC Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 28223. Tel. 704-547-2246.

Author volunteers:
/Burris-Kitchen, Deborah/ 100 Lane 212/ Hamilton IN 46742. Dept.
of Sociology, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI 490085189. 616-387-5285 ot 219-488-3414.

~ox, Sandra/ PhD program at Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Goldman-Pach, Janine/ Sociology/ University of Arizona/ Tucson,
AX 85721.

Gray-Ray, Phyllis, social Science Research Center, Mississippi
State University
v-Krumholz, Susan, see above
vstambaugh, Phoebe Morgan/ Justi@)studies/ Arizona State
University
vVogt, Asst PRof of Sociology, Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Wemmers, Jo-Anne (Holland; wants to be mentor and author)
Zager, Mary Ann, College of Criminal Justice, Northeastern
University [Ruth: she does quantitative work in juv del'cy;
studied under Hirschi and Gottfredson. I'll find out more about
what she wants next week, I hope]

TO: Ruth
FROM: Nicky

21 October 1994
RE: Mentoring, etc.
Got your packet, also your student evaluation material (last
week). Will get to ref a.s.a.p. Don't underrate yourself; you
are outstanding in every way.
I got off first 5 mentor letters today; will send you copies.
Also will send copy of M.A. Zager's communication. Please
suggest what to do with remaining authors.
I'm having very rough time at work. Fox's hostilities are up to
level of 1989, when I took the leave. I have to have 2 emergency
eye operations; lower back is bad; no TA; attacks from Fox fairly
constant. Please be patient when I am distracted, distraught. I
know you understand just by the way you sent the xeroxes of A and
M letters, all carefully labeled, ready for processing. I need
that kind of help.
Am

really looking forward to seeing you.

filename:letters\mentor.prg\1994rept.div
REPORT ON PROGRESS OF MENTORING PROGRAM

TO: ASC Division on Women and Crime
FROM: Nicole Rafter (Northeastern University) and Ruth Seydlitz
(University of New Orleans)
DATE: 22 October 1994
At the 1993 meeting, the Division approved our proposal to pilot
a Mentoring Program. This is our report on the past year's
activity.
If the Division thinks the program looks promising, we
would like to see it established on a permanent basis.
The program got off to a slow start because our announcement
about it (copy attached) was not distributed until August 1994.
However, the initial response has been good.
By mid-October
1994, we had 12 mentor volunteers and 9 author volunteers, and we
had arranged five matches by putting volunteers in contact with
authors.
We intend to develop an evaluation instrument that we can send to
mentors and authors. We will mail it in August 1995 and ask for
feedback by mid-September to give us time to analyze the results
and include them in our Fall 1995 report.
We would like the Division to approve continuation of this
progam.

When did you last get an offer of free help? and a chance to help
a woman colleague? .
THE DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
announces a
NEW MENTORING PROGRAM

The Division has started a mentoring program to pair more
experienced members ("mentors") with less experienced members who
would like assistance ( 11 authors 11 ) •
The goal is to help authors prepare a paper for presentation or
publication within a one-year period.
(Of course the mentoring
pair can also discuss such other matters as job searches and tenure
issues; and if they wish they can continue the mentoring
relationship beyond the one-year period.)
To get the program going, we need to hear from potential authors
and mentors. We need to know:
~your name, address, contact numbers,
volunteering as an author or mentor;

and whether you are

•something about your work: primary methodologies and areas of
interest (e.g., theory, corrections, .victimization), and the
part of the research and writing process where you feel you
need the most help (if you are volunteering as an author) or
can give the most help (if you are a potential mentor) .
Send this information to:
Ruth Seydlitz, RASSO@UNO.EDU or Dept. of Sociology, University

of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana 70148.
6468

Fax# 504-286-

or
College of Criminal Justice, 400 Churchill,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.
Fax and tel. #
617-739-5508 (after 15 Sept. 1994).

Nicole Rafter,

THE PROGRAM WILL SUCCEED ONLY IF WE GE'.r VOLUNTEERS,
SO SEND US YOUR INFORMATION TODAY!
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REPORT ON PROGRESS OF MENTORING PROGRAM

TO: ASC Division on Women and Crime
FROM: Nicole Rafter (Northeastern University) and Ruth Seydlitz
(University of New Orleans)
DATE: 22 October 1994
At the 1993 meeting, the Division approved our proposal to pilot
a Mentoring Program. This is our report on the past year's
activity. If the Division thinks the program looks promising, we
would like to see it established on a permanent basis.
The program got off to a slow start because our announcement
about it (copy attached) was not distributed until August 1994.
However, the initial response has been good. By mid-October
1994, we had 12 mentor volunteers and 9 author volunteers, and we
had arranged five matches by putting volunteers in contact with
authors.
We intend to develop an evaluation instrument that we can send to
mentors and authors. We will mail it in August 1995 and ask for
feedback by mid-September to give us time to analyze the results
and include them in our Fall 1995 report.
We would like the Division to approve continuation of this
progam.

When did you last get an offer of free help? and a chance to help
a woman colleague? .
THE DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
announces a
NEW MENTORING PROGRAM

The Division has started a mentoring program to pair more
experienced members ("mentors") with less experienced members who
would like assistance ("authors").
The goal is to help authors prepare a paper for presentation or
publication within a one-year period.
(Of course the mentoring
pair can also discuss such other matters as job searches and tenure
issues; and if they wish they can continue the mentoring
relationship beyond the one-year period.)
To get the program going, we need to hear from potential authors
and mentors. We need to know:
•your name, address, contact numbers,
volunteering as an author or mentor;

and whether you are

•something about your work: primary methodologies and areas of
interest (e.g., theory, corrections, .victimization) , and the
part of the research and writing process where you feel you
need the most help (if you are volunteering as an author) or
can give the most help (if you are a potential mentor).
Send this information to:
Ruth Seydlitz, RASSO@UNO.EDU or Dept. of Sociology, University
of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana 70148.
Fax# 504-2866468

or
Nicole Rafter, College of Criminal Justice, 400 Churchill,
Fax and tel. #
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.
617-739-5508 (after 15 Sept. 1994).
THE PROGRAM WILL SUCCEED ONLY IF WE GET VOLUNTEERS,
SO SEND US YOUR INFORMATION TODAY!
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TO: ASC Division on Women and Crime
FROM: Nicole Rafter (Northeastern University) and Ruth Seydlitz
(University of New Orleans)
DATE: 22 October 1994
At the 1993 meeting, the Division approved our proposal to pilot
a Mentoring Program. This is our report on the past year's
activity.
If the Division thinks the program looks promising, we
would like to see it established on a permanent basis.
The program got off to a slow start because our announcement
about it (copy attached) was not distributed until August 1994.
However, the initial response has been good.
By mid-October
1994, we had 12 mentor volunteers and 9 author volunteers, and we
had arranged five matches by putting volunteers in contact with
authors.
We intend to develop an evaluation instrument that we can send to
mentors and authors. We will mail it in August 1995 and ask for
feedback by mid-September to give us time to analyze the results
and include them in our Fall 1995 report.
We would like the Division to approve continuation of this
progam.

October 26, 1994

Ruth Seydlitz
Department of Sociology
University of New Orleans
New Orleans, Louisiana 70148
Dear Dr. Seydlitz,
As a member of the American Society of Criminology's Division on
Women and Crime, I was recently informed that the di vision was
starting a mentoring program.
I see this as a great opportunity
for some assistance from other female colleagues. I would like to
volunteer myself as an author.
Below you will find all my
necessary information.
Vera B. Phillip
Department of Sociology
State University of New York at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, New York 11794
(516) 632-7748 (Office)
(516) 643-0313 (Home)
VPhillip@ccvm.sunysb.edu (E-Mail)
Area of interests: juvenile delinquency, gangs and violence
As a second year graduate student, my primary goal in this program
will be to have guidance in polishing up papers for the purpose of
making presentations at conferences. I hope to find success in the
program and I thank you for your time.
Sincerely I
I

Vera B.

Phillip

12 October, 1994
Nicky,
Here is my information for the mentoring program. I would be
glad to meet with/write to another author in the program with my
interests, perhaps we could find a mentor at the meetings ...
Mary Ann Zager
College of Criminal Justice
Room 400 Churchill Hall
Northeastern University
Boston, MA 02115
(617)373-8925
FAX (617)373-8998
e-mail maz@neu.edu

56 Tirrell St. #lR
North Quincy, MA 02171
(617)773-1939

My primary area of interest is delinquency research, I am also
interested in corrections--parole, probation, alternative
sanctions, especially in terms of modelling recidivism. I use
log-linear models extensively, but am interested in most
quantitative methodologies.

Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work

September 19, 1994

Dr. Nicole Rafter
College of Criminal Justice
400 Churchill
Northeastern University
Boston, MA 02115
Dear Dr. Rafter:
This letter is in reference to The American Society of Criminology-Division of
Women and Crime's Mentoring Program. I am very interested in participating and
think it is an excellent idea. Requested information follows:
Dr. Phyllis Gray-Ray
P.O. Box 5287
Social Science Research Center
Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-8242
Fax: (601) 325-7966
Status: author
Interests:
Quantitative methods in the areas of Juvenile Delinquency,
Female Offenders, and disparate treatment of women and minorities in
the Criminal Justice System
Research Assistance: Sophisticated statistical analyses

Phyllis Gray-Ray
Associate Professor

P.O. Drawer C, Mississippi State, MS 39762
Sociology and Social Work (601) 325-2495 - Anthropology (601) 325-2013

Nicky,
I am sorry this took so long and that the fax machine wasn't on line when you tried to fax.
We have not found a way to keep it from answering when the call is not a fax (it is a real
cheap, basic model) and it conflicts with the answering machine, so we plug it in only when
it is needed. Since I just got elected as the Chair of the Committee on Women for the Mid·
South Sociological Association (don't ask me how), Ray is going to look into something that
could sort phone calls and we are going to consider a second line that could be used for the
computer and fax machine.
I wrote letters of Muraskin, Mahan and Crowley to get more information. I think the one
thing we can add to the report is the number of matched pairs we have when you do the

report later this month. We can adjust the number of authors and mentors we have when we
get the info from the three that I have sent letters to. It was good to point out that the
announcements did not go out until August. I think we are doing well to have 5 good
matches at this poinl.
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I have Wemmer's stuff and I am going to mail a copy of everything~
Ia e :~ you.
like Anno and Goldman-Pach could go together. Although computer er· e isn't hi{~;, she
seems to have a paper already and mainly needs editing help which h can do. Chambliss and
l · ~ Wemmers wouldn't be the best of matches but it might work. She is doing her dissertation
on social justice theory (social psychology) and the treatment of crime victims by authorities.
I am sure he would like to get Dutch data and that might be his compensation. Also,
,,. · Wemmer's does quantitative work, not qualitative. Another possibility is that we could ask
, /' for mentors at the division meeting and tell them what we need to help the authors we don't
have matched - Zager and Gray-Ray. I am too busy to really be of assistance to either one. I
don't know how much help Zager needs. It is possible that Muraskin, Mahan or Crowley
were volunteering to be mentors and maybe they will have the interests and credentials to
assist either Zager or Gray-Ray.

r ·
fl;:;,.

/' ( .... . On your letter to mentors in th; beginning of the third p~agraph, maybe it could say "We
/ )- ~... would like you to contact ... " instead of "Your next step ts to contact. .. ".
"'
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The rest of this is my letter to CSU and my attempt at your letter of recommendation for me.
I talked about the 4 publications that you reviewed for me because I really want to sell
myself in my "real" area - criminology, deviance, and delinquency and not environmental
sociology. I am going to apply to other places and I will send you the ads for all three
schools and the disk of your letter of recommendation on Tuesda1:_
;,,1....

n oy your clay off tomorrow. We don't get it off; it probably got traded for days at Mardi
Gras. We do have Thursday and Friday off as fall break. I am hoping to write a proposal for
NSF during the break. Things are rough still this year • 1 institute to manage (with some
help this year), 2 projects to direct, 2 papers to complete and submit, at least 1 R&R to do,
1 book chapter to write, 1 proposal to write, and 1 class to teach. I am delegating as much
as I can.

12 November 1994
Dear Ruth:
I'm writing hurriedly (I just got back from the ASC meetings last
night) because my first eye operation is Monday morning, and
although it should be simple, I may not be able to write for a
while.
It was really wonderful to see you in Miami--you looked
so healthy and beautiful that no one would ever suspect you'd
been feeling down.
I forgot to ask how your ears survived the
trip--OK I hope.
I was also delighted to meet Pam and hope to see much more of her
in the future.
What a lovely woman--I'm so glad you've got her
in your life.
Did you enjoy Debbie Stanley? She doesn't know many people in
ASC yet, and I was particularly glad to introduce her to you.
Thank you for taking over with the minutes when I had to hurry
out of the Women's Division meeting.
I gather the meeting ended
soon thereafter, so probably there's not much for you to report.
I'll just add bit about our mentoring program announcement to my
notes unless you notify me otherwise.
Your list of Mentoring Matches is very helpful. Shall we match
Phillips with Chambliss? Who would be good to match with Anno?
Also, at some point I'd had an idea about matching Mary Ann Zager
with another Author, but as I'm in Vt and my files are in Boston,
I can't remind myself as to who I had in mind. What do you think
of that idea in any case, generically speaking?
Our chat was way too short, but next year in Boston things may be
more leisurely. Do you want to stay at my place?
(Feel free to
say no if you'd prefer the hotel, which might be much simpler for
you--certainly more proximate to the sessions and other
conferees.) And let me know what's going on on job front.
Even
if you just want to chew over strategy, give me a ring.
Cheers--

Mentoring Matches
Authors

Mentors

1.

Susan Krumholz

Imogine Moyer

2.

Deborah Burris-Kitchen

Eleanor Miller

3.

Sandra L. Cox

Claire Renzetti

4.

Phoebe Stambaugh

Kathy Daly

5.

Kim Vogt

Margaret Zahn

Unmatched Mentors
1.

William Chambliss

2.

B. Jaye Anno

Unmatched Authors
1.

Janine Goldman-Pach

2.

Jo-Anne Wemmers

3.

Phyllis Gray-Ray

4.

Zager

5.

Vera B. Phillips

Unknowns
1.

Roz Muraskin

2.

Sue Mahan

3.

Joan Crowley

Mentoring Matches
Authors

Mentors

1.

Susan Krumholz

Imagine Moyer

2.

Deborah Burris-Kitchen

Eleanor Miller

3.

Sandra L. Cox

Claire Renzetti

4.

Phoebe Stambaugh

Kathy Daly

5.

Kim Vogt

Margaret Zahn

6.

Janine Goldman-Pach

B. Jaye Anno

7.

Jo-Anne Wemmers

William Chambliss

8.

Mary Ann Zager
Vera B. Phillips

Phyllis Gray-Ray

Unknowns
1.

Roz Muraskin

2.

Sue Mahan

3.

Joan Crowley

Mentoring Matches
Authors

Mentors

1.

Susan Krumholz

Imagine Moyer

2.

Deborah Burris-Kitchen

Eleanor Miller

3.

Sandra L. Cox

Claire Renzetti

4.

Phoebe Stambaugh

Kathy Daly

5.

Kim Vogt

Margaret Zahn

6.

Janine Goldman-Pach

B. Jaye Anno

7.

Jo-Anne Wemmers

William Chambliss

8.

Mary Ann Zager
Vera B. Phillips

Phyllis Gray-Ray

Unknowns

1.

Roz Muraskin

2.

Sue Mahan

3.

Joan Crowley
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December 5, 1994
Dear Nicky,
I just got your letter on the first of December. It must have gotten stuck in the
mail somewhere since it was postmarked the 21st of November. How are you
doing? Did your operation go well? I certainly hope so. One of the professors
here just had a cataract removed and a lens replaced and he is doing very well.
He is amazed by how well he can see now. He was actually back on campus on
Thursday and the operation was Monday.
I did enjoy meeting Debbie, as did Pam. We were sorry you had to leave so
soon, but the three of us continued talking after you left. I don't know if Pam
saw Debbie when she was in Connecticut, but they were going to try to meet.
Pam was going to introduce Debbie to a person interested in domestic violence
who gets lots of grants and likes to work with academics.
Did you get my letter that I sent shortly after the ASC meetings (probably sent
around the 15th)? It had the minutes for the remainder of the first meeting of
the division. If you didn't get it, let me know. I think I saved in somewhere on
my hard disk, although I am not sure where.
I have not heard anything from the job search. I don't know how long it will
take to hear from Colorado and it is the only place that I think I have a realistic
chance.
I don't know what I will do about a place to stay in Boston. Thank you for
offering to let me stay with you. The advantage of staying with you would be
that I would actually get to see you. I think I finally have Pam hooked on
coming to the A.SC meetings, so we might end up sharing a room together at
the hotel. I will try to remember to register early next year, although Pam and I
seem to have been lucky that we stayed at the Holiday Inn.

2

I have looked at the mentoring info again and have come up with the following
ideas:
1. Janine Goldman-Pach with B. Jaye Anno
2. Jo-Anne Wemmers with William Chambliss
3. Phyllis Gray-Ray, Mary Ann Zager and Vera B. Phillips together

My rationale for these matches is the following. First, Goldman-Pach says that
she wants help editing a paper (thesis?) for publication and Anno says that his
best assistance is in editing papers for publication. Substantively they are not a
match, but neither will match with anyone else substantively. Second,
Wemmers would probably get good help for Chambliss and he seems to cover
just about everything in his work so he might be willing to help. Her work
sounds more qualitative, so it is better for him. Also, he would probably love
the Dutch data.
Third, Phyllis, Mary Ann and Vera all do delinquency. Phyllis is an associate
professor and Vera is a second year grad student. I think Mary Ann can help
Phyllis, Phyllis can help both Vera and Mary Ann, and Phyllis and Mary Ann
can help Vera. We could tell them that they all asked to be authors and that we
didn't have any quantitative mentors in delinquency at this time despite making
a request for such people at the ASC meeting. We could tell them to keep in
touch with us to let us know if it is not working. We could use me as a
"backstop" for them since I do quantitative delinquency. Thus, if they need
something that they cannot get among each other, they should contact me. We
will probably need to explain why I didn't volunteer as a mentor so they will
understand if turnaround is a bit slow, especially in the spring, if they contact
me.
I do not have any info on the other three, but I bet Roz Muraskin was
volunteering to be a mentor. I saw some of her books at the ASC meeting.
However, she does not seem to do delinquency, so she can't solve our problem
there. I have no info on Sue Mahan and Joan Crowley either. None of these
three people have responded to my request for additional information.

3

I have updated my matches page to reflect the three new matches in case we
decide to do them. If you agree with my suggestions (these are ones that we
had discussed earlier except for the addition of Phillips in the delinquency
match), let me know what you need me to do. I think we can send the same
mentor letter to Anno and Chambliss with copies of the authors' letters for each
of them, just like you did for the original 5 pairs. I think a different letter will
be needed for the three delinquency people. We could tell them that it is an
experiment and that we thought it might work since they are at different stages
and working on the same issue. We would also tell them to contact us if it is
not working and to contact me if they need assistance beyond what they can get
from each other, recognizing that I might be a bit slow which is why I didn't
volunteer to mentor originally.
Take Care.

I
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When did you last get an offer of free help? and a chance to help
a woman colleague? .
THE DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
announces a
NEW MENTORING PROGRAM

The Division has started a mentoring program to pair more
experienced members ("mentors") with less experienced members who
would like assistance ("authors").
The goal is to help authors prepare a paper for presentation or
publication within a one-year period.
( Of course the mentoring
pair can also discuss such other matters as job searches and tenure
issues; and if they wish they can continue the mentoring
relationship beyond the one-year period.)
To get the program going, we need to hear from potential authors
and mentors. We need to know:
•your name, address, contact numbers,
volunteering as an author or mentor;

and whether you are

•something about your work: primary methodologies and areas of
interest (e.g., theory, corrections, victimization), and the
part of the research and writing process where you feel you
need the most help (if you are volunteering as an author) or
can give the most help (if you are a potential mentor).
Send this information to:
Ruth Seydlitz, RASSO@UNO.EDU or Dept. of Sociology, University
of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana 70148.
Fax# 504-2866468

or
Nicole.Rafter, College of Criminal Justice, 400 Churchill,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.
Fax and tel. #
617-739-5508 (after 15 Sept. 1994).
THE PROGRAM WILL SUCCEED ONLY IF WE GET VOLUNTEERS,
SO SEND US YOUR INFORMATION TODAY!

Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008-5189
616 387-5270

College of Arts and Sc1ences
.
Department of Sociology

~~~~~~---~FAX:616387-2
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From: IN%"AZPXS@asuvm.inre.asu.edu" "Phoebe" 9-AUG-1994 16:11:07.50
To:
IN%"rasso@uno.edu" "Ruth"
CC:
Subj: women and crime mentoring program
Hello Ruth,
I received the flyer regarding the mentorship program the ASC's
Women and Crime division is sponsoring. I would like to participate
as a junior author. Below is the information you requested in the
order you requested it.
Phoebe Morgan Stambaugh
The School of-Justice Studies
Arizona State University 85287-0403 .
(602) 965-0217
azpxs@asuvm.inre.asu.edu
primary methodologies: participant observation
in-depth interviewing
areas of interest:

victimization
reporting, complaining & litigating sexual harassment

areas of help:

need help making succinct conference presentation
need help getting 1st journal article reviewed
need to prepare a book proposal for editor

other information:

currently writing dissertation
looking for professorship for 1995

Ruth, this is a GREAT idea. I work for the ASU's Commission on the Status
of Women and we've been developing mentoring programs as well. I've sent
your flyer to that working committee and someone may contact you about it.
Thanks.
Phoebe Morgan Stambaugh
The School of Justice tudies, ASU
azpxs@asuvm.inre.asu.edu
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915042866468

SAINT JOSEPK'S UNIVERS'ITY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Pff.ILADEPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19131

N0.077

USA

FAX #215-66~-1~88
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COMMENTS:
Dear Ruth,
l'd be happy to volunteer as a mentor for the Division on
Women and Crime's mentoring program. (I would have emailed you,
but my email has been giving me trouble lately.) Here's the info
you requested in the flyer;
Name:

Address:

Claire M. Renzetti
Department -of Sociology
St. Joseph's University

Numbers:

Philadel.phia, PA 19131
610-660-1680 (office)

Email;

crenzeti@sjuphil.sju.edu

t;1O-66·0-16s·s {fax)

Methodologies/Areas of Interest: I am comfortable with
both quantitative and qualitative methods, although I am not
well-versed in some of the most sophistioated quantitative
techniques (e.g., path analysis). X have been doing research on violence against women for about 1.7 years, that
is my primary interest. I have lots of writing and editing
experience and hav-e just become a journal editor (the new
sage journal, Violence /tgainst WoHn), 110 I think I can
be most helpful to an author in helping her develop a manuscript for submission or in revising such a manuscript.
Let me just say that I think thi• program is a wonderful idea.
thank you and Nicole for getting it going. Good luck!

?}Z:'
Claire Renzetti
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The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Charlotte, N.C. 28223

August 25, 1994

College of Arts and Sciences
Office of the Dean
Telephone: (704) 547-4303

Ruth Seydlitz
Dept. of Sociology
University of New Orleans
New Orleans, Louisiana 70148
Dear Ms. Seydlitz:
In response to the information requested, please accept the following:
Name:
Address:

Contact No:
Purpose:

Margaret A. Zahn
UNC at Charlotte
College of Arts and Sciences
Charlotte, North Carolina 28223
(704) 547-2246
Volunteering as a mentor

I can give career advice and also where to send grant applications. A brief biosketch is
attached.
Sincerely,

Margaret A. Zahn, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
MAZ:jpt

Biographical Sketch
Dr. Margaret Zahn is a Professor of Sociology; Associate Dean
of Arts and Sciences and Co-Director of the Academy for the Study
and Prevention of Violence at the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte.
She received her Ph.D. degree from Ohio State
University and served on the faculty at Temple University for 17
years.
She has served as Chair of Sociology Departments at both
Northern Arizona University and the University of North Carolina at
Charlotte.
Throughout her career she has studied homicide and other forms
of violence, having conducted one of the largest studies on
homicide ever funded by the National Institute of Justice. She coedited a book on Violence: Patterns, Causes and Public Policy, and
is the author of over 28 articles on homicide in American cities.
In 1985, she co-authored a chapter on violence for inclusion in
John Last's Public Health and Preventive Medicine (12th edition)
{ co-authored with Drs. Marc Rosenberg and Evan Stark}.· It is the
first time violence is included in a major public health text.
She has recently served as Vice President of the American
Society of Criminology and, at various times, has served as the
chair of their ethics, public policy and publications committees.
She is currently developing programs of the Academy for the Study
and prevention of Violence and is writing a book on Violence and
Violence Prevention.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
MARGARET A. ZAHN
Professor of Sociology
Associate Dean
College of Arts and Sciences
Co-Director of the Academy for the Study and
Prevention of Violence
UNC Charlotte
Charlotte, NC 28223
Phone: 547-4303

EDUCATION

Ph.D.
M.A.

B. S.

in Sociology, Ohio State University, 1969
in Sociology, Ohio State University, 1964
(summa cum laude) in Social Administration, Ohio State University, 1963

SELECTED LIST OF PAPERS PRESENTED SINCE 1985
"Violence in Philadelphia: 1856-1984" with Neil Weiner, American Society of Criminology meetings, San
Diego, November, 1985
"The Social Causes of Homicide," invited address to the Philadelphia College of Physicians, Philadelphia,
December, 1985
"Murder and Minorities: The Hispanic Case," with William C. Rickle, Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences,
Orlando, Florida, March, 1986.
"Women, Murder and Male Domination: Police Reports of Domestic Homicide in Chicago and Philadelphia," with
Noel Cazenave, American Society of Criminology meetings, Atlanta, Georgia, October, 1986.
"Violence in the Hispanic Community," commissioned address to conference sponsored by the Violence and Antisocial Behavior Branch, National Institute of Mental Health, UCLA, Los Angeles, September, 1987.
"Violence in Public Spaces," commissioned address to conference on Violence as a Public Health Problem,
sponsored by the Public Health Service, Philadelphia, November, 1987.
"Family Homicide: Differences Among White, Black and Hispanic Families," with Christine Sellers, Western
Society of Criminology, Orange, California, 1989.
"Age, Race, Sex and Offense History as Predictors of Type of Homicide," with Christine Sellers, Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1989.
"Growth of Police Systems: The Philadelphia Case" with Mahesh Nalla and Niel Weiner, American Sociological
Association, San Francisco, CA, 1989.
"Alcohol, Drug Use and Homicide" with Christine Sellers, American Society of Criminology meetings, 1990.
"The Nature and Causes of Violence" invited address to North Carolina Governor's Justice Commission, Raleigh,
NC, May, 1991.
"The Wolfgang Model: Lessons for Homicide Research in the 1990s" American Society of Criminology, San
Francisco, 1991.
"The Future of Sociology and Criminology" American Sociological Association, Pittsburgh. 1992.
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PUBLICATIONS (Selected):

Neil Weiner, Margaret A. Zahn and Rita Sagi (co-editors). 1990. Violence: Patterns, Causes, and Public Policy.
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich.
Margaret A. Zahn and Mark Bencivengo. 1974. "Violent Death: A Comparison Between Drug Users and NonUsers," in Addictive Diseases: An International Journal, Vol. 1, No. 3, pp. 283-296.
Margaret A. Zahn. 1975. "The Female Homicide Victim: A Test of Two Hypotheses," Criminology, pp. 400-415.
Margaret A. Zahn and Glenn Snodgrass. 1978. "The Structure of Homicide in Two American Cities," pp. 134-150
in The New and the Old Criminology, edited by Edith Flynn and John Conrad, Praeger Press.
Margaret A. Zahn. 1980. "Homicide in the Twentieth Century United States," pp. 111-112 in History and Crime:
Implications for Criminal Justice Policy, edited by James A. Inciardi and Charles E. Faupel, Sage.
Margaret A. Zahn. 1981. "Research in Homicide: The State of the Art," pp. 111-123 in Toe Mad, The Bad, and
the Different: Essays in Honor of Simon Dinitz, edited by Ronald Huff and Israel Bakak-Glantz,
Lexington Books.
Margaret A. Zahn and Marc Reidel. 1983. "National versus Local Data Sources in the Study of Homicide: Do
They Agree?" pp. 103-120 in Measurement Issues in Criminal Justice, edited by Gordon Waldo, Sage.
Marvin Wolfgang and Margaret A. Zahn. 1983. "Homicide: Behavioral Aspects," pp. 849-855 in Encyclopedia of
Crime and Justice, MacMillan, Free Press.
Marc Rosenberg, Margaret A. Zahn and Evan Stark. 1985. "Interpersonal Violence: Homicide and Spouse
Abuse," in Public Health and Preventive Medicine, 12th ed., John Last (editor), Appleton-Century Crofts.
Margaret A. Zahn and Marc Riedel.
Printing Office.

1985.

The Nature and Patterns of American Homicide.

Government

Noel Cazenave and Margaret A. Zahn. 1987. "Women, Murder and Male Domination," Victimology: An
International Journal.
Margaret A. Zahn and Philip C. Sagi. 1987. "Stranger Homicide in Nine American Cities," Journal of Criminal
Law and Criminology, Vol. 78, #2.
Margaret A. Zahn. 1988. "Homicide in Nine American Cities: The Hispanic Case," Proceedings of Research
Conference on Homicide and Violence in Hispanic Communities, UCLA.
Margaret A. Zahn. 1989. "Homicide in the Twentieth Century: Trends, Types and Causes," pp. 216-234 in
Violence"in America: Historical and Comparative Perspectives on Trends in Violent Crime, Ted Robert
Gurr, ed., Sage Publications.
Neil Alan Weiner and Margaret A. Zahn. 1989. "Violence Arrests in the City: The Philadelphia Story, 18571980," pp. 102-121 in Violence in America: Historical and Comparative Perspectives on Trends in Violent
Crime, Ted Robert Gurr, ed., Sage Publications.
Margaret A. Zahn. 1992. "The Wolfgang Model: Lessons for Homicide Research in the 1990s," Journal of
Crime and Justice, Vol. XIV, 17-30.
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GRANTS:

1990-1992

Arizona Department of Corrections, CO-PI, Contract, Original award $105,000, reduced to phase
I funding $15,000 due to state budget crisis.

1989

Department of Education. Grant for Development of Innovative Program to Recruit Minority
Graduate Students, joint venture between the Department of Anthropology and the Department of
Sociology, Social Work and Criminal Justice, $69,000.

1980-1982

Director, National Institute of Justice Grant to Southern Illinois University for Study of Homicide,
$250,000.

1973-1976

Governor's Justice Commission Contracts for the Evaluation of Programs in Philadelphia, $35,000.

1971

Member of research team which developed proposal and completed work on grant awarded to The
Institute for Survey Research, Temple University, on a Study of Physicians' Attitudes toward
Abortion, $210,000.
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Dr.

SetJdlitz,
Consider me interested in participating in the Mentoring Program.
I
would like to be r.on~ddered as a 11 authr.:i·p 11 ft1r the program.
Current!\;, I am
working on my doctorate at Indiana University of Pennsylvania and would like to
prepare something for publication before I am confronted with the prospect of
interviewing for academic positions.
The areas that I am currently working in are in the violent
victimization of women and in the societal reactions to crime as portrayed in
the media.
I am most comfortable with quantitative methodology but would
like to explore the qualitative methodologies as well.
If you need any additional information from me, please feel free to
e-mail me at IUP.
I appreciate any help you and the members of the Division
on Women and Crime can give me and look forward to working with this project.
Sin c er' 1 tJ,
@ndra L. Cox_::)
Indiiana, Pf\. 1~!f701-1944
( h ) 41;2--34<;>·-·0470
< e-ma i 1) SFUG,)EC@GROVE. I UP. EDU
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Content-Length: 404
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Eleanor M. Miller, Chai-r
Department of Sociology
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
P. 0. Box 413
Milwaukee, WI
53201

414-229-4388
Am willing to mentor.
My specialties include theory and women and crime.
Preferred methodology is qualitative/ethnography.
See my book STREET
\.-JOMAN1 f'or example.
Let me know
if' I can help anybody.
Having been
associate ed for AJS and currently Gender & Society.
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Ruth:

North Dartmouth, MA,

PMDF V4.2-10,

JNET V3.6 & MU V3.2

I received your note inquiring whether I am still seeking a

mentoi'.
I am in a rsth~r amirn,iard po5ition.
I am cm"'T'entltJ n.rn'f'-ldnn nil
m~ Ph.D .., soor1 ori the dj,s-sertation., and c:ould cer-t~:i.nly use mh2d; a
men to T' mi g ht o; f e,...
On th S:i other· hand , :t have p u b 1 i sh e- d and p res en ·t e d
p a p e ·r ~.
I enter e d a c ad em i c s ·f o u i' v ear- E:, ~ g o .• g {:d: t. ~ r\ i n v n 1 v ~ rl ud th ASC
pol:i.tic:s .. etc.
In other words, I'm not sure if I need a mentor or should be
one!
I 9eel as though I already hQv~ ~ome valuAblP rnnt~ets, though
nothing is. -f!o-rmal.
MtJ Ph.D. will be in LaLtt,, Ptllir.:~ ~nct ~-Bot:iety.
My p--rimary
research inter~sts involve thPn~iP• nf p~evention and ~•~pon~~ to
violence against women by intimat~s.
Any suggestions? Look forward to seeing you in Miami.

USA
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Subject: mentoring pT'ogram
To: rasso(~uno. edu
Message-id: <38632830@um.cc. umich. edu>
Cont en t-t-ran s .Per-enc o di n1;i: 7B IT
X-MTS-Userid: GGDZ
Ruth -- I'm Kathy Daly saying r~11 sign up to be a mentor.
My address is:
Dept o-f! Sociology, 3012 LSA1 University of
Michigan1 Ann Arbor MI
48109.
email kdaly@umich.edu
phone (ho)
313/996-8211.
Something about my work:
intersection of feminist theory,
law, cr·iminology, social science; empirical studies in all
the areas o-f! victimization1 cr·iminaliz.ationi could be
help~ul in any aspect of the professional speaking and
publication process.
Is this detailed enough? Let me know if not.
regards, kd

